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31 Technological Education and Specialist High Skills Major board leads completed a survey on the 

current status of school board staffing and programming as a result of the recent Ministry announcement 

related to teacher funding ratios. The intent of the survey was to capture the provincial impact on staffing, 

leadership and programming in these areas in order to highlight OCTE’s concerns with teachers’ ability to 

continue to deliver safe Technological Education programming and courses. 

 

At this point, a number of school boards have moved forward with staffing cuts related to a worst case 

scenario, with some ability to recall teachers, but also central board staffing reorganization that will result 

in a lack of leadership to continue the delivery of safe, relevant and authentic courses.  Some of the board 

central staffing decisions are unprecedented, with boards who are provincial leaders in programming no 

longer continuing central support for Technological Education.  Other boards are operating in a status quo 

scenario, awaiting staffing decisions, with specific uncertainty in central staff positions and responsibilities. 

 

Of the 31 respondents, the chart below indicates the perceived impact of recent Ministry funding 

announcements 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Majority of the boards who reported a status quo scenario elaborated that they are largely uncertain of the 

impact based on delayed staffing announcements.  The board leads shared some key concerns related to 

the announced funding cuts.  These include: 
 

 All central staff have been surplussed in many of the boards and senior administration have either 

re-hired or will be re-hiring a small number of positions with many responsibilities that may or may 

not include leadership of Technological Education and SHSM.  Current leads and teachers are 

uncertain who will be there to support health and safety, facility and equipment, curriculum and 

programming needs to keep our classrooms safe and engaging places for our students to learn. 
 

 There has been a major impact on the ability to offer Technological Education and SHSM 

programming based on the increasing funding ratios.  Specifically, grad requirements are being 

prioritized over these elective areas, cancelling many of these courses.  Also, by boards declaring 

teachers redundant, these courses and programs are now in jeopardy.  Students working towards 

the workplace and apprenticeship pathways will not have courses available to them.  One board 

quotes losing over 12 SHSM and focus programs that will be not offered in 2019 – 2020. Double 



credit courses in areas such as Hospitality, Manufacturing, Transportation, etc. are being cut, 

lacking the major credits for students to complete SHSM. The impact on small boards is amplified.   
 

 Board leads have significant concerns over safety in Technological Education courses due to 

increasing class sizes.  Some boards are staffing close to 30 students in Construction classes.  

Courses that are considered “soft tech” have increased well beyond 30 and classrooms lack the 

equipment to support students.  These are not safe or engaging classrooms for students. 
 

 Ontario is already lacking Technological Education teachers to fill or replace retiring teachers.  

Significant redundancies are sending some of our young skilled teachers back to industry.  Trades 

and technology future talent have no reason to leave prosperous jobs to become teachers with a 

significantly uncertain education system.   

 

All of these issues are arising from school board responses to the teacher funding ratio announcements, 

regardless of consistent or increased Ministry funding in other areas or to avoid loss of teacher jobs.  

Technological Education and SHSM Leads are extremely concerned that the school board reactions to the 

Ministry changes are putting our students, teachers and programming in Ontario at significant risk. 


